Introduction
============

In order to maintain quality of life until late adulthood and decrease the health burden of a rapidly aging society, it is important that we develop an understanding of the principles of cognitive optimization, because gains in longevity have not been matched by maintenance of cognitive function into very old age. In particular, fluid cognition declines rapidly with age, particularly after 60 years, and includes abilities such as episodic memory, reasoning, and multi-tasking ([@B51]; [@B60]). A plausible reason for impairments in these cognitive abilities with age is the disruption of the fronto-parietal brain networks that underlie working memory and cognitive control ([@B53]; [@B56]). One proposed principle of cognitive optimization is the enhancement of cognitive control in working memory, particularly in older adults ([@B7]).

Both cognitive control and working memory have been argued to be the underlying "core" components of fluid cognition ([@B60]). Working memory, the ability to concurrently store and actively transform information (e.g., [@B44]), is related to many complex cognitive skills, e.g., reasoning ([@B39]). It also underlies many age-related deficits in fluid cognition, including episodic memory ([@B67]; [@B66]; [@B42]). Moreover, significant and early declines of verbal episodic memory have long been considered to be the best cognitive marker of the earliest stages of Alzheimer's disease ([@B22]). Therefore, training cognitively healthy older adults in these "core" cognitive components may not merely improve their fluid cognitive abilities, but can also potentially delay the onset of memory-related disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease.

The primary aim of the current study was to evaluate two different strategies to optimize cognition in older adults over a short period time by using theory-driven, simple cognitive training protocols. An understanding of the role of cognitive control in working memory, including the variations in the retrieval-related temporal dynamics and its adaptability with extensive practice, can inform us about the best strategies to use to enhance cognitive vitality into late adulthood. Such informed principles of cognitive optimization may potentially delay the onset of pathological memory-related disorders in the healthy aging population, and in turn, decrease the medical-care burden of a rapidly aging society.

Predictability of Focus Switching and Aging in Working Memory
-------------------------------------------------------------

Cowan's hierarchical model of working memory ([@B18], [@B19]) posited a two-tier hierarchy based on the accessibility of information via a zone of immediate access, labeled the *focus of attention* (FoA), and a larger activated portion of long-term memory (LTM), where the items are stored in a readily available but not in an immediately accessible state. One of the most intriguing findings in cognitive psychology has been the limited capacity of the FoA. For tasks requiring serial attention processes, e.g., the continuous memory updating paradigms ([@B45]; [@B48], [@B49]; [@B65]; [@B64]; [@B63]; [@B4],[@B5]), the capacity of FoA has been limited to just one item. If more than one information unit was to be processed, the other information units were temporarily stored in the outer store, while the current information in the FoA was updated. To process an item stored in the outer store, a retrieval operation was required that shifted the item from the outer store into the FoA (*focus switch*). This focus switch process increased the retrieval latency of that information ([@B64]). Therefore, measurement of the capacity of the FoA has typically involved the assessment of the *focus switch costs*, which is considered to be a measure of cognitive control ([@B29]; [@B64]). Retrieval dynamics of the zone outside the FoA have been disputed between two prominent theories. One theory has proposed that these retrieval dynamics, viz., focus switch costs, are constant ([@B45]), whereas the other theory has argued that they increase as a function of the number of items in the outer store ([@B48]). Due to this disagreement between the two theories, we shall here refer to the zone outside the FoA as the "*outer store*" ([@B65]; [@B64]).

The current study was guided by a previously published hierarchical theory of working memory ([@B65]; [@B64]; [@B2]; [@B63]; [@B4],[@B5]; [@B7]), henceforth referred to as the Theory of Working Memory Adaptability (ToWMA; see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). This theory is both significant and novel in integrating three different families of results regarding the hierarchies of working memory ([@B18]; [@B45]; [@B48], [@B49]; [@B65]; [@B64]; [@B2]; [@B63]; [@B4],[@B5]) by accounting for the probe-cue expectancy that is missing from the previous hierarchical models. Importantly, this theory makes specific predictions regarding the retrieval-related temporal dynamics in the outer store, the change in these dynamics over time, and the best strategies to improve a variety of untrained fluid cognitive skills in both younger and older adults.

![**The Theory of Working Memory Adaptability (ToWMA) posits three-tiered architecture for representations of information in human working memory.** It consists of a passive store, which is firewalled from the two active stores, viz., the outer store and a limited focus of attention. The two active stores together are hypothesized to have a capacity of 4 ± 1 information units, with the retrieval dynamics in the outer store depending on the probe-cue expectancies. When the probe-cue expectancies are predictable, the focus switch costs are constant as a function of set-size in the outer store (Top Right). When the probe-cue expectancies are unpredictable, the focus switch costs are hypothesized to increase with increases in memory set-size (Bottom Right), and extensive practice on such paradigms is hypothesized to engender broader transfer to fluid cognition.](fpsyg-07-00230-g001){#F1}

According to ToWMA, the three-tier working memory architecture constitutes of an inner *focus of attention* of one information unit, an *outer store* where information that needs active manipulation and subsequent updating is maintained, and a *passive store* where information that does not need any updating is held for subsequent retrieval ([@B7]). ToWMA also posits that the passive store is firewalled against the active zones, viz., FoA and outer store. ToWMA differs from other models regarding the functions of FoA as well as the retrieval dynamics of the outer store. According to ToWMA, focus of attention has three functions -- directing attention to the relevant information, retrieving the information, and subsequently updating the information ([@B4]). The predictability of probe-cue expectancy has been hypothesized to affect FoA's ability to direct attention to the relevant target. This, in turn, can affect the focus switch cost of information units in the outer store.

As mentioned before, there is an ongoing debate regarding the retrieval dynamics of information units in the outer store ([@B45]; [@B48]). According to [@B48], the focus switch cost increases as a function of set size. This is supported by models of serial processing, which posit that when searching for a specific item from a set of multiple items held in memory, response latency increases as a function of the number of items in the memory set. This suggests that the items in the memory set are examined individually until the target item is found. However, such increasing focus switch costs have not been replicated in other studies ([@B45]; [@B64]; [@B63]).

According to ToWMA, increases (or lack of it) in the focus-switch costs are hypothesized to be related to probe-cue expectancies. Unpredictable, compared to predictable, probe-cue expectancies engendered greater demands on cognitive control, indexed by the focus switch costs ([@B5]). For example, in the N-back paradigms ([@B45]; [@B64]; [@B63]), where the probe-cue was always preceded by the same N positions, the expectancy was fixed or predictable. This predictable expectancy allowed the focus to be directed to the relevant target without much overhead cost of search or interference from other competing cues. This resulted in a constant focus switch cost from *N* = 2 to 5 ([@B64]; see top right of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). This pattern of constant focus switch cost for items in the outer store was unchanged even when the task difficulty was increased ([@B63]). Yet, in the unpredictable N-back task, where the position of the probe-cue within an N was random, the focus switch cost increased with N for N \> 1 ([@B48]; [@B5]; see bottom right of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Such increase in latencies was considered to be an evidence of either a search process or a result of increased interference between competing active cues; alternative explanations, such as, lag of the last switch, were ruled out ([@B4]). Also, the focus switch costs (*N* = 2 vs. 1) were of greater magnitude for the unpredictable, compared to the predictable, paradigms ([@B29]; [@B64]; [@B4],[@B5]).

These results indicated that the unpredictable probe-cue expectancies engender greater cognitive control than the predictable probe-cue expectancies. Since age-related deficits are marked in cognitive control, ToWMA proposed that training in unpredictable versions of memory updating paradigms would engender greater transfer to tasks of fluid cognition in older adults, particularly those subserved by cognitive control ([@B7]).

Working Memory Training and Aging
---------------------------------

Results are mixed regarding transfer of N-back training to fluid abilities, where the training was typically adaptive ([@B32], [@B33]; [@B57]). Also, a lack of transfer in older adults, compared to younger adults, from working memory training has been attributed to age-related differences in patterns of brain activation for the trained and transfer tasks. In an fMRI study, younger adults showed overlap in the left striatum (thought to serve as a gate-keeping function for working memory) between the trained memory updating task and the N-back transfer task. In contrast, older adults showed no such overlap ([@B21]). In keeping with this argument, we have found that individual differences in striatal volume in younger ([@B23]) and prefrontal cortex in older ([@B6]) are predictive of complex skill acquisition.

On the other hand a recent meta-analyses ([@B34]), which evaluated the effects of task switch training versus working memory training on both younger and older adults, found that both types of training, particularly working memory, engendered transfer in both age groups. However, this meta-analysis did not evaluate the role of cognitive control in working memory training. It is plausible that any cognitive improvements to untrained tasks caused by working memory training resulted from training the ability to sustain and effectively control attention to the relevant information. Importantly, prior studies have only focused on immediate performance gains, compared to baseline performance, of the trained individuals; therefore, leaving the long-term benefits of working memory training in older adults unknown.

Although studies focusing on cognitive training in older individuals have failed to provide evidence for broad transfer to untrained cognitive skills (for a review, see [@B60]), broader transfer has been observed in younger adults where cognitive control was trained through shifting task priorities in complex video games ([@B30]; [@B37], [@B38]; [@B11]; [@B40],[@B41]; [@B54]; [@B68]). This approach, called variable priority training, compared to fixed priority training, relies more on the attentional control networks in the brain ([@B68]). Variable-, compared to fixed-, priority training in dual-task improved performance in a near transfer task (another dual-task) and two far transfer tasks (a running memory task requiring memory updating and a scheduling task requiring cognitive control) in both younger and older adults ([@B37]). Variable-priority training also reduced age-related differences in the trained task and yielded greater long-term benefits after 6--8 weeks of completion of training ([@B38]). Moreover, fMRI studies in younger adults have shown differential increases in functional connectivity in the attentional control networks (e.g., fronto-parietal, fronto-executive) favoring variable training on both the trained task and a near transfer dual-task, suggesting that the variable-priority training taught generalizable cognitive control skills ([@B68]).

Unlike the fixed priority training, variable priority training is typically individualized adaptive as well as engages greater cognitive control by unpredictably shifting task priorities. Therefore, it is not possible to determine which of the two -- greater cognitive control or individualized adaptive nature of the training -- is the mechanism of transfer for variable-priority training. Moreover, new evidence suggests that working memory training may be more beneficial than dual-task training in inducing far transfer in older adults ([@B34]). To date, studies conducted on variable priority training in older adults have used dual-task as the training paradigm, not working memory ([@B37]; [@B24]). Moreover, dual-task training in older adults has typically shown limited transfer, usually to another dual-task situation ([@B37]; [@B8]; [@B61]).

On the other hand, working memory updating, compared to dual-tasking, has been argued to be more predictive of fluid intelligence ([@B28]). Therefore, unpredictable memory updating training may have the potential to engender broader transfer to fluid cognitive skills than dual-task training. But we are not aware of any research that has explored the potential of unpredictable memory updating training -- an approach where items to be updated are randomly retrieved. Existing research utilizing working memory updating tasks to train cognition have consistently employed predictable probe-cue paradigms, such as the N-back task. They have yielded mixed results regarding transfer of training ([@B32], [@B33]; [@B57]).

The current study was aimed to fulfill the afore-mentioned gap in the literature by explicitly assessing the prediction that unpredictable probe-cue memory updating training would be maximally effective for older adults in engendering broader transfer to fluid cognition. We manipulated probe-cue predictability -- unpredictable vs. predictable -- across the two types of training. Both trainings were not individualized adaptive. That is, all participants had to undergo all set-sizes in each training session, irrespective of their level of performance. The main research goal was to investigate the predictions of ToWMA, by comparing two different strategies of training working memory -- one engendering greater demands on cognitive control than the other. According to ToWMA, the degree of probe-cue predictability affects the demands on cognitive control, such that, the unpredictable training (UT) paradigm required more cognitive control than the predictable training (PT) paradigm. Therefore, if cognitive control is the underlying mechanism of transfer in working memory training, then immediate post-testing gains (i.e., just after completion of the training) and, to a lesser extent, delayed post-testing gains (i.e., 1.5 months after completion of the training) were expected more for the UT in the tasks of fluid cognition.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

Forty-six older adults, between 60 and 86 years old, were recruited for this randomized clinical double-blind experiment. Twenty-nine participants were female. All adults were right handed. Inclusion criteria included a minimum of a high school education, normal corrected vision of 20/30, and normal or prehypertension range of blood pressure (\<140/90 mm HG) with or without medication. Exclusion criteria included color blindness, low familiarity of computer use, Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE-2) \< 25, and prior involvement in any type of cognitive training studies. Recruitment was conducted through flyers posted around the University of Texas at Dallas campus and surrounding businesses, and through advertisements posted on community newspapers. Participants were compensated at \$10/h for their time and effort and were provided a bonus (Wave 1: \$50; Wave 2 that included delayed post-testing: \$100) for completing the multi-session experiment.

### Power Analysis

A total sample size of 46 (combining across the two training groups) provides us with more than 90% power to detect a moderate effect size (f) of 0.25 at the 0.05 alpha level for the interaction term in a 2(Training_type) × 2(Session) ANOVA (<http://www.psycho.uni-dusseldorf.de/abteilungen/gpower3>). Therefore, data collection was stopped when 46 participants were recruited for the study.

**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}** shows the flow of participants and timeline of the study. This study was conducted in two waves, Wave 1 and Wave 2. Participants in Wave 2 were recruited over a longer period that included delayed post-testing. Forty-three participants were used in the analyses (*M*~age~ = 68.81, *SD*~age~ = 5.18, *M*~education~ = 15.05, *SD*~education~ = 2.54), because three participants withdrew from the experiment due to personal reasons (e.g., health).

![**Flow of participants through the training study.** UT, unpredictable training; PT, predictable training.](fpsyg-07-00230-g002){#F2}

Apparatus
---------

All computer-based cognitive tests were programmed in E-prime (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The computer-based cognitive tests were collected on networked PC computers with 22" Dell P2213 monitors, set to a 60 Hz 1920 × 1080 resolution.

Procedure
---------

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two types of training -- PT or UT. Participants in the two training groups did not differ in age, education, gender, or mental status (see **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). The paradigms used for the two types of training were exactly the same with the exception of the temporal dynamics of the probe sequence, which were predictable for PT and unpredictable for UT. The differences in the temporal dynamics of probe retrieval between the two types of training engendered different levels of cognitive control -- high control in UT and low control in PT. Participants were trained on the respective paradigms over five 1 h training days spanning across 2 weeks, such that 1 week had two sessions and the other week had three sessions. Prior to training, all participants completed a 2 h battery of transfer tasks that assessed their *baseline* pre-training performance. They underwent assessments of these transfer tasks again after the completion of their 2-week long training (*immediate post-testing*), allowing us to assess differential immediate post-test training benefits between the two groups. In addition to these two assessment sessions, in Wave 2, participants were asked to return back for a final assessment of the transfer tasks after a 1.5 month retention period (*delayed post-testing*). This allowed us to assess differential long-term benefits of training between the two groups. A small attrition rate of 6.52% was observed in this longitudinal 2-month study. No participant was provided any additional training during the retention period in Wave 2. Both groups of participants were told that they were participating in a training study. Therefore, there was no difference in motivation provided to the participants.

###### 

Demographic information including mean (SD) of age, education and mental status.

  Variable                           Total          UT             PT
  ---------------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  Sample size (Immediate; Delayed)   43; 31         22; 17         21; 14
  Percentage of female               67.4           63.6           71.43
  Age in years                       68.81 (5.18)   68.82 (6.00)   68.81 (4.32)
  Years of education                 15.05 (2.54)   14.55 (2.77)   15.57 (2.23)
  MMSE-2                             28.84 (1.50)   28.68 (1.67)   29 (1.30)
                                                                   

Mean differences for UT and PT groups were tested using independent samples

t

-test for continuous variables and chi-square tests for categorical variables. None of the tests were significant at

p

\< 0.05.

Training Tasks: The N-Match Paradigm
------------------------------------

The N-Match paradigm was adapted from our previously designed modified N-back ([@B65]; [@B64]) or random N-back ([@B4]) paradigms. In these prior studies, the N differently colored digits were presented in N virtual columns, allowing for both color and location to act as retrieval cues. Multiple cues (location and color) in our modified N-back task facilitated retrieval latency and performance accuracy, when compared to a typical N-back task, where the items were presented in the same color and location ([@B63]). But the location cues require saccadic eye movements that can increase as a function of memory set-size, i.e., N. Therefore, in the current paradigm, all digits appeared in the [same]{.ul} location at the center of the screen, with only color as a retrieval cue. That is, the current digit had to be compared with the digit presented immediately before in the same color. This allowed us to compare response times (RTs) of the predictable and the unpredictable versions of the N-Match task without saccadic latencies confounding the RTs, which in turn could exaggerate any differences between the two types of trained tasks. The N in the N-Match task represented the number of different colored information units that a participant had to simultaneously maintain and update during a trial run.

Before each trial run of 40 trials, distinct encoding digits were shown sequentially in N different colors. N varied from 1 to 4, with the probe-color for *N* = 1 as yellow, *N* = 2 as yellow and pink, *N* = 3 as yellow, pink, and red, and *N* = 4 as yellow, pink, red, and green. After the N encoding digits were presented, probe digits were presented on the screen one at a time in one of the N colors. Participants had to compare the identity of the current digit with the digit shown *immediately* before in the same color. If the current digit matched the previously presented same-colored digit, the participant had to press the 'z' key with their left forefinger. If the two digits did not match, the 'm' key needed to be pressed with their right forefinger, and the previous digit in this color needed to be updated with the new one for subsequent comparison. Half of the trials required such updating. The task was self-paced, with a blank screen of 300 ms appearing before the onset of the next digit. This blank mask caused jittering, allowing the participants to distinctly perceive two subsequent identical digits of the same color. A digit stayed on the screen until a key press response was made (see **Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** for an illustration of a trial run). In line with previous research, the first N encoding-only trials were discarded and only the probe-recognition trials were retained for the analyses ([@B65]; [@B64]; [@B4]). The digits were shown in size 18, Courier New font against a black background. Computers were placed approximately 80 cm from the participants.

![**Illustration of a three-Match trial run: (A) Unpredictable, where digits appeared in a random color sequence, (B) Predictable, where the digits appeared in the same color for two consecutive trials.** The first three trials were "encoding only" trials where no response was required, because there were no prior trials to compare with. The subsequent trials required responses. "Blank" represents a black screen presented for 300 ms to allow for distinction between two consecutively presented same-colored digits of equal identities.](fpsyg-07-00230-g003){#F3}

For *N* = 1, the digits were presented in just one color. Therefore, the participants had to compare the current digit with the previously shown digit, making this equivalent to a typical 1-back task.

### Unpredictable N-Match Paradigm

For *N* \> 1, more than one colored digit was presented, necessitating a switch from one color cue to another. Multiple colored units also varied the temporal dynamics of probe presentation as a function of the type of training. The probe (i.e., the color) sequence in the unpredictable N-Match task was random. For example, for *N* = 3, after the initial encoding stimuli in three colors, viz., red (R), yellow (Y), and pink (P), were shown, a probe-color sequence could be RYYYPPYRRR (see **Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** for an example of an UT trial). Half of the trials in a trial run were switch trials, where the probe-color for the current digit was different from that of the previously presented digit in the sequence. As mentioned before, half of the trials in a trial run were also update trials.

### Predictable N-Match Paradigm

The main difference between the unpredictable and predictable versions of the task was that in the latter the probe sequences were predictable. Again, half of the trials in a trial run were switch trials. This was achieved in each trial run by presenting each probe-color twice in a sequence before switching to another probe-color. For example, for *N* = 3, a probe-color sequence could be RRYYPPRRYY (see **Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** for an example of a PT trial). Such a sequence allowed for alternating switch and non-switch trials, unlike the predictable N-back paradigms used in prior research, which have always necessitated a switch from one color to another, and, therefore, had no non-switch trials ([@B65]; [@B64]). In sum, the only difference between the two types of training, UT vs. PT, was the probe-cue sequencing. The probability of switch, the proportion of trials requiring updating, the set-size (N), the type of retrieval-cue (color), number of blocks, and the amount of training (5 h) was equivalent for the two groups.

Irrespective of the type of training, each 1 h training day was divided into five blocks. In each block, the set-size (i.e., N) varied from small-to-large-to-small (i.e., 1-Match, 2-Match, 3-Match, 4-Match, 4-Match, 3-Match, 2-Match, 1-Match). This yielded 80 trails per N. In each training day, the first four blocks were on the training task, but the fifth block was on the predictable N-Match task (i.e., the *comparison task*). The motivation behind this block was to assess any difference in learning across the 5 days between the two groups in the lower cognitive control version of the task. This block of the *comparison task* was analyzed separately from the other four training task blocks.

Transfer Tasks
--------------

Transfer tasks were selected using a construct approach; see **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** for details about the tasks, constructs and forms used. The paper pencil tasks had two parallel forms to allow for multiple assessments.

###### 

Transfer tasks completed by both training groups at baseline, immediately post training, and delayed post testing.

  Task name             Session assessed       Construct measured   Transfer   Primary measure
  --------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------
  DSST                  1(A), 2(B), and 3(A)   Processing speed     --         \# of pairs created in 30 s
  SingleRT^∗^           1, 2, and 3            Processing speed     --         Choice reaction time
  ForwardSpan           1, 2, and 3            Short-term memory    --         \# correctly repeated in order
  BackwardSpan          1, 2, and 3            Working memory/CC    Near       \# correctly repeated in reverse order
  DualSwitchCost^∗^     1, 2, and 3            CC                   Near       Dual local switch cost
  UnpredSwitchCost^∗^   1, 2, and 3            CC                   Near       Unpredictable local switch cost
  RAPM                  1(A), 2(B), and 3(A)   Reasoning            Far        \# correct
  StoryRecall           1(A), 2(B), and 3(A)   Episodic Memory      Far        \# of correctly recalled details
                                                                               

A and B refer to parallel forms of the task. \*Computerized Tasks. CC = Cognitive Control.

### Near Transfer Tasks

#### Backward span

Both forward and backward digit span tasks were taken from the Working Memory Index (WMI) in the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS; [@B69]). Digits were presented verbally in an incremental set-size. Participants had to repeat the digits in the same order (forward) or the reverse order (backward) of the presentation. Backward span, in addition to encoding, storage and retrieval involved in forward span, requires coordination of information units. Therefore, it is considered to be a measure of working memory.

#### Task switching

The task switching paradigm utilized in this study is similar to that used in cognitive training (e.g., [@B36]; [@B3]), where the background color of the stimuli determined the task at hand. If the background was blue, participants indicated whether the digit presented was higher ('z' key) or lower ('/' key) than the digit 5. If the background was pink, participants indicated whether the digit was odd ('z' key) or even ('/' key). The digit 5 was never used and participants were required to use two hands to respond. The stimuli were presented in the center of the screen for 1500 ms. Participants completed two single task blocks, one for each task. This was followed by two multi-tasking blocks -- one where the two tasks were interleaved predictably (e.g., Blue Blue Pink Pink Blue Blue...) and another where the tasks were interleaved randomly. The primary measure was the switch cost, i.e., the residuals obtained from regressing the average RT of non-switch trials from the average RT of switch trials. The *DualSwitchCost* was obtained from data of all trials, and the *UnpredSwitchCost* was calculated from data of just the unpredictable trials. These two switch costs were considered to be measures of cognitive control.

### Far Transfer Tasks

#### Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices

In Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices (RAPM), participants were instructed to find the missing abstract pattern from a 3 × 3 matrix of complex visual designs. The missing pattern was one of eight possible choices that the participant was presented with. The full version of 36 items was divided into two sub-sets of 18 questions of the same difficulty level. Version A included the even questions from the first half and the odd questions from second half. Version B included the opposite combination of task questions. Participants were given 30 min to complete as many of the 18 abstract puzzles as possible. RAPM is an abstract reasoning task ([@B55]).

#### Story Recall

A short story from the MMSE-2: Expanded Version (with two parallel versions) was read out to the participants, who were prompted to remember as many details from the story. The number of correctly recalled details (with a maximum possible score of 25) was used as a measure of episodic memory ([@B26]; [@B27]).

Additional tasks, viz., Forward Span, Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST; from the MMSE-2: Expanded Version) and single RTs (from the single task blocks of the task switching paradigm), were assessed to establish whether training-related changes were due to improvements in processing speed or short-term memory capacity.

Analysis Techniques to Assess Learning-related Changes in the Temporal Dynamics in the Trained Tasks
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Individual learning rates for items within the FoA (i.e., 1-Match trials) and for items outside of the FoA (i.e., 2-, 3-, and 4-Match trials) were calculated by fitting power functions (*Y* = aX^b^) to the RTs across the five training days. Parameter b represented the rate of learning. Individual learning rates were assessed for the first four blocks of each training day to evaluate the differences in learning both inside and outside the FoA for the two types of training. This resulted in four learning rates, viz., inside the FoA for *N* = 1 trials for PT (*inFoA PT lng*), inside the FoA for *N* = 1 trials for UT (*inFoA UT lng*), outside the FoA for PT (*outFoA PT lng*), and outside the FoA for UT (*outFoA UT lng*). Moreover, data from the fifth block of each training day yielded learning rates for all participants on the comparison task, i.e., the predictable N-Match task.

Results
=======

Outlier corrections on a participant-by-participant basis for each condition were conducted by deleting trials with RT either below or above 3 *SD*; trials with RTs \< 200 ms were also removed. Average RT for each individual, for each condition, was derived from accurate trials only. The alpha level for statistical significance was 0.05; *p*-values were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected for sphericity.

Temporal Dynamics of Predictable vs. Unpredictable N-Match Task at Baseline
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The temporal dynamics of the unpredictable and predictable tasks were investigated using Day 1's RT performance in the four different Ns. First, a separate univariate repeated measures ANOVA, with set-size (*N* = 1, 2, 3, and 4) as a factor, was conducted for each training group. The main effect of N for the predictable group was significant, *F*(1.20,23.95) = 5.48, *p* = 0.02, *MSE* = 135840.88, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.22. *Post hoc* multiple comparisons, using the repeated contrasts, indicated that RTs of *N* = 2 were significantly slower than RTs of *N* = 1 by approximately 250 ms, *F*(1,20) = 8.82, *p* \< 0.01, *MSE* = 159084.84, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.31. In the unpredictable task, the main effect of N was also significant, *F*(1.52,31.87) = 5.00, *p* = 0.02, *MSE* = 55489.48, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.19. RTs of *N* = 2 were significantly slower than RTs of *N* = 1 by approximately 200 ms, *F*(1,21) = 10.50, *p* = 0.004, *MSE* = 77863.52, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.33 (see **Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**: Day 1). Therefore, in both versions of the task, we found evidence of focus switch costs, indicated by a significant increase in RTs from *N* = 1 to 2. They are comparable to the focus switch costs from past studies on older adults in both the N-back and the random N-back tasks (240--500 ms; [@B64]; [@B63]; [@B4]).

![**(A)** Training-related changes in probe retrieval across 5 days of training. The unpredictable group became more similar to the predictable group on the final day of training (Day 5). **(B)** Training-related changes in probe retrieval for switch and non-switch trials across 5 days of training. Both training groups exhibited worse performance on the switch trials compared to the non-switch trials, even after 5 h of training. **(C)** Training-related changes in the comparison task after 5 days of training. The two groups did not differ. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Pred, predictable; Unpred, unpredictable; PT, predictable training group; UT, unpredictable training group.](fpsyg-07-00230-g004){#F4}

To test whether focus switching affected the temporal dynamics of items in the outer store, two separate 3 (*N* = 2, 3, and 4) × 2 (Switch_type: switch vs. non-switch) ANOVAs, one for UT and another for PT, were conducted on the Day 1 RTs. For the predictable task, the main effect of N was not significant, *F*(1.42,28.34) = 1.26, *p* = 0.28, *MSE* = 30260.24, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.06, suggesting that the focus switch cost remained unchanged outside the FoA. But the main effect of Switch_type was significant, *F*(1,20) = 10.26, *p* = 0.004, *MSE* = 198324.4, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.34, suggesting that the switch RTs were slower than the nons-witch RTs. Importantly, the N × Switch_type interaction was not significant, *F*(1.30,25.93) = 2.17, *p* = 0.15, *MSE* = 10040.62, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.10, suggesting no difference in RT slopes between the switch and non-switch trials. For the unpredictable task, both main effects of N, *F*(1.21,25.30) = 4.61, *p* = 0.04, *MSE* = 38685.07, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.18, and Switch_type, *F*(1,21) = 10.52, *p* = 0.004, *MSE* = 123867.72, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.33, were significant. Switch trials were slower than non-switch trials. *Post hoc* comparisons using repeated contrasts indicated that the RTs for *N* = 2 and *N* = 3 were the same (*F \<*1), but were significantly faster for *N* = 4 compared to *N* = 3, *F*(1,21) = 8.99, *p \<*0.01, *MSE* = 9334.36, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.30; the latter unexpected result could be due to speed-accuracy tradeoff evidenced by near-chance performance at *N* = 4 (60% accuracy). Importantly, the interaction was not significant, *F*(1.34,28.16) = 1.10, *p* = 0.32, *MSE* = 15778.77, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.05, indicating that the RT slopes of the switch and non-switch trials were the same.

Learning-Related Changes in the Temporal Dynamics in the Trained Tasks
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Differential learning-related changes in the temporal dynamics (RTs) of the probe retrieval across the 5 days were investigated using a 2 (Training_type) × 5 (Day) × 4 (N) ANOVA, where Day and N are within-subjects factors and Training_type was a between-subjects factor. The main effect of Day was significant, *F*(2.53,101.04) = 5.81, *p* = 0.002, *MSE* = 272139.62, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.13, suggesting that significant learning on the trained task happened over 5 days. *Post hoc* comparisons using repeated contrasts revealed significant differences between Days 2 and 3, *F*(1,40) = 4.50, *p* = 0.04, *MSE* = 101953.72, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.10, and a marginally significant difference between Days 3 and 4, *F*(1,40) = 3.59, *p* = 0.07, *MSE* = 15668.44, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.08, suggesting rapid learning after Day 2. The main effect of N was significant, *F*(1.24,49.73) = 15.28, *p* \< 0.001, *MSE* = 370949.00, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.28. *Post hoc* comparisons using repeated contrasts indicated a significant focus switch cost from *N* = 1 to 2 regardless of the type or day of training, *F*(1,40) = 22.93, *p* \< 0.001, *MSE* = 87390.72, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.36. The main effect of Training_type and its interactions with other variables were non-significant (*p*'s \> 0.34). This suggests that the learning rates for the two versions of the N-Match task were equivalent over 5 days of training. This was corroborated by non-significant differences between the learning rates of the two types of training for both inside the FoA \[-0.14 for PT vs. -0.18 for UT, *t*(41) = 0.85, *p* = 0.22\] and outside the FoA \[-0.12 for PT vs. -0.11 for UT, *t*(41) = 0.47, *p* = 0.65\] (**Supplementary Figure [S1](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**)^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^.

To test whether the switch and non-switch RTs changed differentially with extensive practice, a 2 (Training_type) × 5 (Day) × 3 (N = 2, 3, and 4) × 2 (Switch_type) ANOVA was conducted (see **Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). The main effect of Day, *F*(2.58,103.35) = 3.90, *p* = 0.02, *MSE* = 661181.2, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.09, main effect of Switch_type, *F*(1,40) = 22.19, *p* \< 0.001, *MSE* = 400251, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.36, Day × Switch_type interaction, *F*(2.04,81.67) = 3.96, *p* = 0.02, *MSE* = 41204.88, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.09, and N × Switch_type interaction, *F*(1.35,54.00) = 5.57, *p* = 0.01, *MSE* = 33036.89, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.12, were found to be significant. All other main effects and interactions were not significant. These results suggest that although the focus switch cost was greater for larger set-sizes, extensive practice brought greater improvements to the switch latencies than the non-switch latencies.

To assess whether the two training groups differed in the comparison (predictable) task, we conducted a 2 (Training_type) × 5 (Day) × 4 (*N* = 1, 2, 3, and 4) ANOVA. No main effect of Training_Type or its interactions with the other variables were significant, suggesting that UT was not worse than PT in the predictable N-Match task (**Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**).

To evaluate whether the FoA expanded with 5 h of practice, defined by negligible difference in switch and non-switch RTs at *N* ≥ 2, we conducted separate 3(*N* = 2, 3, and 4) × 2(Switch_type) ANOVAs for predictable and unpredictable RTs from the final day of the training (Day 5). The results were similar to those from Day 1. For both PT and UT groups, the main effect of N and the N x Switch_type interaction were not significant. But the main effect of Switch_type was significant; PT: *F*(1,19) = 6.97, *p* = 0.02, *MSE* = 73033.68, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.27; UT: *F*(1,21) = 16.18, *p* = 0.001, *MSE* = 50003.70, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.44. That is, even after 5 h of practice, the focus switch cost was significant in both versions of the task, suggesting that FoA still held only one information unit. This was corroborated by a significant difference in RTs between *N* = 1 and 2 at Day 5; PT: *t*(19) = -2.86, *p* = 0.01; UT: *t*(21) = -3.14, *p* \< 0.01.

Transfer of Training
--------------------

Although learning-related changes in the two types of training did not vary, it is plausible that the high cognitive control training (UT) may engender greater transfer to unrelated untrained constructs, than low cognitive control training (PT). Our effect sizes, similar to previous training studies, were expected range from medium ($\eta_{p}^{2}$: 0.06 to 0.14) to large ($\eta_{p}^{2}$ \> 0.14; [@B17]; [@B62]). Means and standard deviations of the measures of the transfer tasks for PT and UT are provided in **Supplementary Table [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. No significant difference was observed between UT and PT in any of the transfer measures at baseline (see Supplementary Materials).

In line with previous intervention studies, separate analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) were conducted on each transfer task measure to evaluate differences between the two training groups (PT vs. UT) at both immediate post testing as well as delayed post testing (e.g., [@B11]). In repeated measures analyses, any significant Training_type × Session interaction may be due to regression toward the mean, and not due to the differential training effects. Therefore, to ensure that any post-testing performance gains in the UT, compared to the PT, was not due to regression toward the mean, we used ANCOVA that accounted for individual differences at baseline. In addition, inFoA lng was used as a covariate, because it accounted for individual differences in changes in learning speed in the easiest condition (*N* = 1). This condition was common across the two training groups. Results are depicted in **Supplementary Table [S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. A medium effect, albeit of marginal significance, in favor of the UT group immediately after the training was found for two far transfer tasks: story recall, *F*(1,39) = 3.09, *p* = 0.09, *MSE* = 11.04, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.07, and RAPM, *F*(1,39) = 2.73, *p* = 0.10, *MSE* = 4.27, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.07 (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**).

![**Marginal means for **(A)** Story Recall, **(B)** Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices, and **(C)** Backward Span at immediate post-test session, controlling for the baseline performances.** Error bars represent standard error of the mean.](fpsyg-07-00230-g005){#F5}

Another analysis technique to assess transfer effects is to pool scores from different testing sessions and then conduct a rank-ordered Blom transformation ([@B9]). Rank-order transformations, e.g., Tukey and Blom transformations, have previously been used to correct for within-variable errors ([@B35]). Blom transformations, however, produce a better fit to the normal distribution than Tukey transformations ([@B10]). Pooling of baseline and immediate post-test dependent measures and pooling of the dependent measures from all three testing sessions were conducted separately to take into account the varied number of participants in the immediate post-testing and the delayed post-testing sessions. This resulted in a slight difference in the ranking within the dependent variables. Blom transformed data allowed us to conduct repeated measures ANOVAs for each transfer task measure on normally distributed data. Separate analyses were conducted to compare immediate post vs. baseline and delayed post vs. baseline, with inFoA lng as a covariate. Thus, multiple 2 (Session) × 2 (Training_type) repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on these data to assess the interaction effects. These analytic methods followed those conducted in previous cognitive training studies involving older adults, both for short-term targeted interventions lasting for 10 h (e.g., ACTIVE Study; [@B1]) or long-term non-targeted interventions spanning over months that were directed to change the lifestyle of older adults ([@B16]).

The results of the main effects and interactions are provided in **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.** A medium effect size was observed for the Session × Training_type interaction at immediate post-test session favoring UT for the story recall task, *F*(1,40) = 4.23, *p* \< 0.05, *MSE* = 0.39, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.10, and for the RAPM, *F*(1,40) = 2.38, *p* = 0.13, *MSE* = 0.23, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.06. No other tasks showed medium effects for the interaction term, either at immediate or delayed post-test sessions^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^.

###### 

Repeated measures ANOVA calculated using Blom transformed measures at baseline vs. immediate-post training session, and baseline vs. delayed-post sessions.

                         Immediate post                                                        Delayed post
  ---------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  **DSST**                                                                                     
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,40) = 0.35, *p* = 0.56, *MSE* = 0.50, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.009    *F*(1,28) = 0.07, *p* = 0.78, *MSE* = 0.22, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.003
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,40) = 0.06, *p* = 0.81, *MSE* = 1.51, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.001    *F*(1,28) = 0.40, *p* = 0.53, *MSE* = 1.76, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.014
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,40) = 0.05, *p* = 0.83, *MSE* = 0.50, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.001    *F*(1,28) = 0.00, *p* = 0.996, *MSE* = 0.22, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.000
  **SingleRT**                                                                                 
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,39) = 0.37, *p* = 0.55, *MSE* = 0.58, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.009    *F*(1,27) = 0.15, *p* = 0.71, *MSE* = 0.68, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.005
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,39) = 0.40, *p* = 0.53, *MSE* = 1.44, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.010    *F*(1,27) = 0.53, *p* = 0.47, *MSE* = 1.17, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.019
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,39) = 0.82, *p* = 0.37, *MSE* = 0.58, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.020    *F*(1,27) = 0.02 *p* = 0.90, *MSE* = 0.68, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.001
  **ForwardSpan**                                                                              
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,40) = 3.87, *p* = 0.06, *MSE* = 0.34, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.088    *F*(1,28) = 0.01, *p* = 0.91, *MSE* = 0.74, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.000
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,40) = 0.94, *p* = 0.34, *MSE* = 1.33, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.023    *F*(1,28) = 0.76, *p* = 0.39, *MSE* = 1.12, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.027
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,40) = 0.41, *p* = 0.53, *MSE* = 0.34, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.010    *F*(1,28) = 0.11, *p* = 0.74, *MSE* = 0.74, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.004
  **BackwardSpan**                                                                             
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,40) = 0.20, *p* = 0.66, *MSE* = 0.45, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.005    *F*(1,28) = 1.04, *p* = 0.32, *MSE* = 0.30, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.036
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,40) = 0.48, *p* = 0.49, *MSE* = 1.29, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.012    *F*(1,28) = 0.57, *p* = 0.48, *MSE* = 1.63, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.018
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,40) = 0.73, *p* = 0.40, *MSE* = 0.45, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.018    *F*(1,28) = 0.51, *p* = 0.48, *MSE* = 0.30, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.018
  **DualSwitchCost**                                                                           
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,39) = 0.16, *p* = 0.69, *MSE* = 0.32, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.004    *F*(1,27) = 0.47, *p* = 0.50, *MSE* = 0.36, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.017
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,39) = 0.35, *p* = 0.56, *MSE* = 1.72, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.009    *F*(1,27) = 1.86, *p* = 0.18, *MSE* = 1.50, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.064
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,39) = 1.35, *p* = 0.25, *MSE* = 0.32, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.034    *F*(1,27) = 0.13, *p* = 0.72, *MSE* = 0.36, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.005
  **UnpredSwitchCost**                                                                         
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,39) = 0.80, *p* = 0.38, *MSE* = 0.38, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.020    *F*(1,27) = 0.03, *p* = 0.87, *MSE* = 0.38, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.001
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,39) = 0.20, *p* = 0.67, *MSE* = 1.65, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.005    *F*(1,27) = 0.42, *p* = 0.52, *MSE* = 1.45, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.015
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,39) = 1.28, *p* = 0.27, *MSE* = 0.38, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.032    *F*(1,27) = 0.41, *p* = 0.53, *MSE* = 0.38, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.015
  **RAPM**                                                                                     
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,40) = 0.64, *p* = 0.43, *MSE* = 0.23, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.016    *F*(1,28) = 1.04, *p* = 0.32, *MSE* = 0.30, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.036
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,40) = 0.14, *p* = 0.71, *MSE* = 1.75, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.004    *F*(1,28) = 0.52, *p* = 0.48, *MSE* = 1.63, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.018
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,40) = 2.38, *p* = 0.13, *MSE* = 0.23, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.056    *F*(1,28) = 0.51, *p* = 0.48, *MSE* = 0.30, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.018
  **StoryRecall**                                                                              
  M.E. Session           *F*(1,40) = 0.27, *p* = 0.61, *MSE* = 0.39, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.007    *F*(1,28) = 10.19, *p* \< 0.01, *MSE* = 0.51, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.267
  M.E. Condition         *F*(1,40) = 0.08, *p* = 0.78, *MSE* = 1.15, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.002    *F*(1,28) = 0.48, *p* = 0.50, *MSE* = 0.75, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.017
  Session × Condition    *F*(1,40) = 4.23, *p* = 0.046, *MSE* = 0.39, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.096   *F*(1,28) = 0.68, *p* = 0.42, *MSE* = 0.51, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.024
                                                                                               

Session refers to Testing_session.

Individual Differences in Gain Scores, Type of Training, and Learning Rates
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this secondary set of analyses, gain scores for each individual in all transfer tasks were calculated by subtracting their baseline Blom transformed score from their immediate post-test Blom transformed score. Positive scores indicated a training-related gain in the performance of the transfer task, whereas negative scores indicated a training-related loss. A larger number of UT participants had positive gain scores, compared to PT participants, in the two tasks that had yielded medium effect-sizes of transfer in the prior analyses, viz., Story Recall (**Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**) and RAPM (**Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). In contrast, we found no observable differences in gain scores between UT and PT in backward span, a near-transfer task of working memory (**Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). The differences in the number of participants who exhibited a positive gain score were greatest for the story recall.

![**Individual differences for Blom Transformed gain scores in **(A)** Story Recall, **(B)** RAPM, and **(C)** Backward Span for UT (Top) and PT (Bottom) groups.** Positive scores indicated performance gains and negative scores indicated performance declines after completion of training. Gains, favoring UT, were observed for Story Recall and RAPM.](fpsyg-07-00230-g006){#F6}

It is plausible that the individuals who showed positive gains also started with higher cognitive abilities or had a greater general learning ability. On the other hand, if UT is a better strategy to induce transfer then the correlation between gain scores and learning rate may be significantly higher for UT than PT. Individual gain scores for the transfer tasks, baseline performances of the transfer tasks, previously described four learning rates, and the two learning rates for the comparison task (*inFoA Comp lng*, *outFoA Comp lng*) were subjected to non-parametric bivariate correlation analyses, represented by a heat map (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**), where the strength of these relationships vary by the warmth of the color. Darker reds indicate a stronger positive correlation, whereas darker blues indicate a stronger negative correlation. All measures of RT were reverse coded (since slower RTs represent poorer performance). Therefore, in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**, larger individual scores on each variable represented better performance.

![**A heat map representing correlation (*rho*) between the transfer tasks (both initial performances as well as training-based performance gains) and learning rates (the two training tasks for PT and UT separately and the comparison task for all participants).** An asterisk (^∗^) indicates a significant correlation.](fpsyg-07-00230-g007){#F7}

In the UT group, significant positive correlations were observed between learning rates for the outer store and some of the measures of the transfer tasks, particularly, gain in story recall (*r* = 0.56, *p* = 0.01), baseline unpredictable switch cost (*r* = 0.52, *p* = 0.02), and baseline dual switch cost (*r* = 0.55, *p* = 0.01). Additionally, a marginally significant correlation was observed between learning rates for the outer store and gains in backward span (*r* = 0.39, *p* = 0.07). No significant positive relationships were observed for individuals in the PT group, even at *p* = 0.01. Therefore, individuals with greater changes in the temporal dynamics of the unpredictable task showed larger gains in story recall and, to some extent, backward span.

Using Fisher *r*-to-*z* transformation, we assessed whether the correlation coefficients for UT were higher than PT. For baseline scores in task-switching, the correlation coefficients were significantly higher for UT than PT: dual switch cost (*z* = 1.61, *p* = 0.05), unpredictable switch cost (*z* = 1.88, *p* = 0.03). For gain scores in the transfer tasks, the correlation coefficient was significantly higher for UT than PT in the backward span (*z* = 2.36, *p* \< 0.01), and was marginally higher for UT than PT in the story recall (*z* = 1.28, *p* = 0.10).

When the two groups were combined in the comparison task, it provided us with more power to assess positive correlations between general learning rate in the N-Match task and the other cognitive tasks. Significant positive correlations were observed between learning rates for the outer store in the comparison task and performance gains in selected transfer tasks (story recall, *r* = 0.37, *p* = 0.01; backward span, *r* = 0.32, *p* = 0.04), although these results could be driven by the UT group.

Discussion
==========

We found selective transfer effects to the tasks of fluid cognition in the older adults who were trained on our novel memory updating approach, i.e., unpredictable probe-cue expectancies, compared to those older adults, who were trained on the standard predictable paradigm. Our conclusions on group differences on the transfer effects were based on the effect sizes, because our research questions were formulated in the estimation terms ([@B20]). This is in line with recent research that has brought up issues of replication in psychology ([@B50]). Immediate post-testing transfer effects of medium effect size favoring the UT were found in *story recall*, a verbal episodic memory task, evidenced from two different types of planned analyses that have been typically used in prior studies of cognitive training, viz., repeated measures ANOVA on the Blom transformed data and analyses of covariance (ANCOVA), where baseline scores are accounted for. We also observed medium effect size of transfer effects, albeit not significant at *p* = 0.05, immediately after training favoring the UT training in *RAPM* in the ANCOVA analyses. Therefore, we consider these results to be weaker in comparison to those from the story recall. These differential selective transfer effects could not be merely explained by speeded learning of the trained task by the UT group, compared to the PT group. Because the two training tasks were similar in all aspects (e.g., switch probability, updating probability, set-size, stimulus-response relationship, identity judgment), but one (probe-cue expectancy), we expected to find smaller effect sizes of transfer than typical working memory training studies. Yet, for story recall, a medium effect size of immediate transfer was observed in both the ANCOVA and repeated measures analyses, favoring the UT group.

These results are in accordance with the Theory of Working Memory Adaptability (ToWMA) that proposes that cognitive control is the mechanism of transfer in working memory training. ToWMA predicts that the focus switch costs encountered when shifting between actively manipulated items are greater for sequences where probe-cue expectancies are more unpredictable. That is, unpredictable probe-cue sequences are hypothesized to require greater cognitive control than predictable probe-cue sequences, especially in older adults who have a marked deficit in cognitive control. If enhanced cognitive control in working memory is the mechanism of transfer in older adults, then unpredictable, when compared to predictable, training may show greater benefit to tasks of fluid cognition that are argued to be subserved by cognitive control. This hypothesis was supported by our ANCOVA/ANOVA analyses on the differential improvements in the transfer tasks, where UT had a more selective effect of transfer, which was medium-sized, to story recall than PT. Additionally, individual gain plots in **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}** showed that more individuals in the novel, UT group had positive immediate performance gains in story recall (and RAPM) than the standard, PT group. These results indicate that just 5 h of training on unpredictable memory updating probe-cue expectancies may engender greater transfer to selective untrained skills than PT. Since the differential effect sizes of transfer favoring the novel training were at most medium, more studies are needed to further test the role of cognitive control in working memory training. They could explore the effects of training dose (e.g., 10 h instead of 5 h), consider multiple tasks of episodic memory, and/or compare our novel training paradigm to other types of working memory training approaches, where improved cognitive control could not be argued as the underlying mechanism of transfer.

In addition to conducting group-difference analyses to assess performance improvements at post training compared to the baseline by using ANOVAs/ANCOVAs, we also investigated the relationships between an individual's ability to learn the trained tasks and gains in untrained cognition. It is plausible that individuals with higher cognitive abilities or learning ability may show the most cognitive gains irrespective to the type of working memory training. On the other hand, if UT is a better strategy to enhance cognition, then the correlation between the gain scores and the learning rates may be limited to the individuals who received the UT. Since accuracy for all individuals for the items inside the focus of attention (i.e., *N* = 1) was near perfect from Day 1, we were interested in the individual differences in the learning rates for items outside the focus of attention, where focus switching was necessitated between the actively held information units. In the novel UT group, greater efficiency in the temporal dynamics for manipulating and updating items in the unpredictable task was found to be significantly associated with larger gains in the story recall, a verbal episodic memory task, and marginally significantly associated with larger gains in the backward span, a near transfer working memory task. To counteract the issue of small sample size for these correlation analyses, Fisher's *z*-tests were conducted to compare the correlation coefficients between the two training groups. The correlation coefficient in UT, compared to the PT, was significantly higher for backward span and marginally higher for story recall. Given that none of the measures of learning rates were significantly different between UT and PT (see **Supplementary Figure [S1A](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**), the results from the *z*-tests supported ToWMA's prediction that UT may be a better strategy to improve fluid cognition (e.g., backward span, story recall).

Also, according to ToWMA, unpredictable probe-cue expectancy training engenders greater demands on cognitive control than PT. In line with this theory, we found that the participants who exhibited more efficient cognitive control before the training, evidenced from the unpredictable switch costs and dual switch costs of task switching paradigm, learned the UT task faster. No such relationships were observed in the PT group. Furthermore, correlation coefficients between these baseline measures and learning rates of the trained tasks were significantly higher for UT than PT. Though these were exploratory analyses and the lack of correlation in PT group can be attributed to small sample size, we argue that such analyses should be incorporated in future studies. They would provide a better understanding of who would benefit most from a specific training strategy, and allow us to devise the best strategies to improve cognition in older adults. So far, our exploratory analyses suggest that older adults with more efficient cognitive control may show larger gains in selective tasks of fluid cognition with unpredictable memory updating training.

Although training working memory has gained popularity in the last decade, the mechanism of transfer that would allow us to determine the best strategies to improve cognition has not yet been systematically studied. In training studies, be it cognitive or fitness training, participants are typically recruited and assigned to either the training or a control group. Unlike fitness training studies where the controls are trained on a different type of fitness (e.g., aerobic compared to anaerobic; [@B25]), cognitive training studies are fraught with issues regarding the use of an appropriate control group. The type of control group in any clinical trial allows us to make inferences about the power of the training-related benefits ([@B12]). If the control group consists of a no-contact control, then we cannot determine the mechanism of transfer. It is possible that mere participation in a training program induces cognitive benefits and, therefore, comparing working memory training with a passive control group does not provide us with knowledge on whether it is the training of working memory *per se* that is improving cognition. Yet, many recent studies have continued to use no-contact controls to compare against the working memory training group ([@B70], [@B71]; [@B31]; [@B59]). This methodological issue is not evident in other types of cognitive training, e.g., video game training (for a review, see [@B12]). In contrasts, if a study uses a placebo group as a control, e.g., social engagement or questionnaires ([@B14], [@B13]; [@B15]), it is plausible that cognitive benefits between the training group and the control group are associated with the participant's belief that the experimental treatment should have an effect. Moreover, often in active control studies, experimental group is trained on an individualized adaptive paradigm, whereas the control group is trained on a non-adaptive paradigm (e.g., variable priority training vs. fixed-priority training). Choosing an appropriate control group will, therefore, have implications on the perceived benefits of the training. Although the results of transfer in younger adults have been mixed, plausibly driven by the type of control groups, working memory training compared to active controls do result in improvements on tasks of *near transfer* (see [@B46], for a meta-analytic review of study-specific effect sizes for different measures of transfer tasks). Importantly, a recent meta-analysis on age-related differences and cognitive training found that older adults trained in either working memory or task switching paradigms, both "core" abilities, benefitted in both near and far transfer tasks when compared to active controls ([@B34]).

The results from the current study further our understanding of cognitive optimization in older adults by comparing two different types of working memory training -- one novel approach that requires greater cognitive control (unpredictable probe-cue sequence) and another similar to previous training paradigms (e.g., N-back) that requires predictable focus switching. It is important to note that, in the current study, the two training paradigms were not individualized adaptive and were trained on the same updating task, varying in all but one dimension, viz. probe cue predictability. Therefore, any differences in our outcome variables favoring the novel training approach cannot be merely attributed to motivation or perceived benefits of training.

This study was not aimed to resolve the ongoing debate about whether, or not, working memory training in younger adults improves intelligence. We did not have an additional control group that would allow for assessment of the overall benefits of working memory training over a different type of training (e.g., [@B57]). Moreover, we consider our results indicating differential benefits to RAPM, a measure of non-verbal intelligence, to be weak at best. In the future, studies could compare multiple training groups that would allow for such assessments in addition to further investigation on the role of cognitive control in working memory training. These studies should also include larger number of participants and multiple measures of psychological constructs to allow for an investigation of individual differences in learning and transfer.

This study is important for the field of cognitive training because it furthers our understanding of the principles of cognitive optimization that is theory-driven, expounds the role of cognitive control in working memory, and helps us develop better cognitive training strategies in older adults. Moreover, the N-Match task was easier-to-learn and its training benefits were observed after a short-training period (5 h over 2 weeks), unlike other successful cognitive training studies used in older adults where either the training task was complex (e.g., video games; [@B3]), or intensive hours of training over a long period was required (e.g., 14 weeks at 15 h/week; [@B52]). Although we failed to observe any long-term benefits of UT, compared to predictable, future studies could investigate how the length of training (5 vs. 10 h), amount of feedback, and frequency of training, influence long-term benefits of UT. Because improvements in episodic memory can delay the onset of Alzheimer's disease, and our UT approach benefitted a task of episodic memory, future studies could use this novel training approach on at-risk individuals, such as, patients with Mild Cognitive Impairments or older adults with lower education, to investigate whether varying temporal dynamics of memory probe-cues during cognitive training can delay the onset of Alzheimer's disease.
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Also, the two learning rates in the comparison task, viz., *inFoA Comp lng* and *outFoA Comp lng*, did not differ between the two types of training.

A JZS Bayes factor Repeated Measure ANOVA ([@B58]; [@B43]; [@B47]) was implemented to support these findings. For story recall, the interaction model between Session (baseline vs. immediate post) and Training_type was preferred to the main effects models by a Bayes factor of 1.452.
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